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Abstract The purpose of this paper is to analyse the security aspects on corporate culture
among terminal workers in a transport network. This is done against a background of
increasing numbers of international supply chain security programmes that all more or
less advocate security awareness among the employees as a cornerstone in security. A
semi-structured interview guide was designed, in order to facilitate both a theoretical
focus and flexible conversations. Fifteen interviews were done altogether at three different
goods/freight terminals, and each interview took approximately 30–45 min. The nature of
this study is explorative and therefore it focuses on the similarities rather than the differ-
ences within the interviews. This research utilizes theories and viewpoints from both
social sciences and logistics in order to fill the gap between the ideas from supply chain
security programs and the real situation in the transport network. The research are limited
by the difficultness in establish clear and evident causal relationships between all the
different factors that together compose the corporate security culture. The management
wants the terminal workers to perform their planed and scheduled operational tasks
according to thewritten procedures. The security awareness idea advocates that, if needed,
shall the employee perform security tasks instead of the planed operations. This means
that the employees may be forced to choose between fulfilling their normal tasks or
performing security duties. This duality in management signals influences the security
aspect of corporate culture.

Keywords Security culture . Criminal activity . Transport network . Supply chain
security programmes . Security awareness

Introduction

The increasing trend toward globalisation has led to an increase in logistic activity.
The process of shipping goods around the world is long and complex (Schary and
Skjott-Larsen 2001), and yet the international trading system is dependent on the
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effective transport of these goods. Also, these transports have become more and more
vulnerable. Christopher and Lee (2004) suggest that the increased vulnerability in
supply chains is a result of the drive towards more efficiency, which in turn increases
vulnerability from disruptions or disturbances. According to Svensson (2000), “Vul-
nerability is defined as the existence of random disturbance that lead to deviations in
the supply chain of components and material from normal.” The outcome of such a
disturbance should also have a negative effect on the companies involved (Svensson
2000). This definition contains two difficulties; namely, the ideas of “random distur-
bance” and “deviation from normal.” Random disturbance indicates that the focal
company does not control the change, while a deviation from normal suggests that
there is such a thing as a normal or scheduled situation. The occurrence of a normal
state is more probable in the transport network than in the flow of material. Thus the
interactive sub-system of products and processes, using Juttner’s (Juttner et al. 2003)
definition, is more flexible and thereby also possesses a larger tolerance towards
deviation than the resources (facilities and cargo carriers) can manage. The transport
network is therefore more vulnerable than the product flow, but the transport distur-
bance also affects the product flow.

This vulnerability can in many cases be described as “unwanted effects” in the
supply chain caused either by internal or external forces that create disturbances
larger than the supply chain is designed to handle (Ekwall 2009). The disturbance can
be unintentional or deliberate, legal or illegal. Today there is a significant problem
with the theft of cargo worldwide. The theft of cargo value for the EU-area is
estimated to be €8.2 billion each year. When allocated on all transports, this gives
an average value of €6.72 per trip (EP, 2007). There are suggestions that the real
figures for cargo theft in official reports are either grossly underestimated or over-
estimated (Gips 2006). Gathering accurate numbers for cargo theft losses is difficult
and in many cases impossible, due to limited reporting by the transportation industry
and the lack of a national law enforcement system requiring reporting and tracking
uniformity (ECMT 2001).

In the CEN report (2006) Draft final report, different security measures are
categorised into three different approaches: systematic, technological, and psycho-
logical. The systematic approach strives to establish action against threats and
resilience as a response to incidents. The systematic approach also addresses different
organisational aspects in supply chain security. The technological approach relates to
the need for technological innovations to achieve a state-of-the-art technological
advantage. The psychological approach aims to establish awareness among all
personnel working within the transport network. The psychological approach can
also be described as awareness or alertness within the transport chain. High aware-
ness or alertness depends on the interaction and involvement of personnel in policy
and business processes. Good awareness about problems with cargo theft must
therefore be a part of the unwritten regulation of behaviour or a part of the company’s
culture with regards to cargo theft problems. Several supply chain security programs
such as C-TPAT (Customs-Trade Partnership Against Terrorism), CSI (Container
Security Initiative), and AEO (Authorised Economic Operator) also emphasize the
need for employee awareness in order to increase the overall security level. Aware-
ness together with the actual way things are done can be called the security culture
(c.f. Fredericks 1995).
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Research question

The purpose of this paper is to analyse the security aspects on corporate culture
among terminal workers in a transport network. This is done against a back-
ground of increasing numbers of international supply chain security programmes that all
more or less advocate security awareness among the employees as a cornerstone in
security.

The supply chain concept and transport networks

Christopher (2005) defines the supply chain as: The network of organisations that are
involved through upstream and downstream relationships in the different processes
and activities that produce value in the form of products and services in the hands of
the ultimate customer”. The goal for all involved organisations is to provide the
ultimate customer with the right product and the right time and place. The physical
flow of products through the supply chain is conducted by a transport network.
Transport networks are designed to use economy of scale when moving products
from consignor to consignee through nodes and links in a supply chain. Transport
nodes are terminals, warehouses, harbours and airports, while transport links are
means of connecting the nodes. Goods enter and exit the network through inbound
and outbound gateways (Lumsden 2006). The transport network affects cost and
throughput time, and if used smartly it can even increase the value of the product
(Lambert and Stock 1993).

All freights within a transport network are to some extent scheduled based
on various reasons. One of the most common is the consignee terminal’s need
for product delivery within a certain window of time. This makes the network
predictable for all actors involved, including the potential perpetrator. This
predictability plays an important role in all potential crimes within the network.
The rigid scheduling in the transport network provides an excellent breeding
ground for recurring crime opportunities (Ekwall 2010). Even when recurring, the
transport network will view a crime opportunity that is taken as an extraordinary
event, something that is not a part of the usual pace in daily work. The terminal
employees therefore need to be aware of such extraordinary events in order to
minimize its consequences.

This may be a good approach in most logistics research but when the
research question and purpose focus on the security culture; the research should
be centred on human involvement. However, the supply chain system does not
include cultural values such as security and team spirit. The reality in which the
terminal worker acts is more complex and full of nuances in a way that
logistics theories normally avoid. Terminal activities, security culture and team
spirit can be described as functions that operate through group interaction and
iteration, which is one of the criteria for wicked problems (Rittel and Webber
1973). Therefore, the inclusion of people and cultural values into logistics research
aims to strengthen the knowledge base in logistics (Stock 1997). An interdisciplinary
exchange of views, ideas and theories is needed to develop logistics into an applied
science (Klaus et al. 1993).
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Corporate culture

According to Frederick (1995), the corporation is a complex and diverse conceptual
construction. The legal entity (the corporation) has rights, privileges and liabilities
distinct from those of its members. The corporation is first an economical construc-
tion designed to deliver profit for its shareholders. In order to achieve this, the
corporation needs employees, equipment and capital, and the corporation should
act within the local legislation. This complex construction contains both economical
and sociological constraints which depend, to different degrees, on all stakeholders.
Frederick (1995) argues that the anthropological conception of culture “as that
complex whole” provides a potential synthesis. Frederick (1995) states: Culture
can indeed clarify the practices and policies of modern corporations, as well as the
sometimes bizarre and distressing behaviour of those who work in corporations…
capturing culture’s meaning may unlock many doors within the corporate citadel.
According to Brinkman (1999), an understanding of the conception of corporate
culture requires “a clarification of how the anthropologist’s conception of culture
relates to the economic process overall”. This requires three elements that relate to
the conception of corporate culture:

1) The economic processes;
2) The evolution of the economic and cultural form and structure; and
3) The process of structural transformation.

The real world description of products forwarded to every corner of the
world through global networks clearly demonstrates that both social and cul-
tural issues need to be within analytic boundaries instead of outside them
(Reason 1997). Consequently is it a good idea to describe the transport business as
a comprehensive infrastructure requiring flexible and self-governing employees
(Castells 1996; 1998). Organisational complexity seems to be the rule. In several
discussions about global and complex organisations such as transports, self-
conducted staffs appear to be increasingly important for the coordination of security
(Mythen and Walklate 2006; Kemshall 2006). In accordance with discussions about
the organisation of work and security, self-governing individuals could offer a way of
coping with a broad spectrum of potential risks such as theft (Rose 1999; Stokes
2007). Managers, then, are tackling organisational insecurity caused by diffi-
culties in controlling the organisational complexity by delegating responsibility
from the top to the individual employee and assessing the outcome (Rose
2000; Roberts 2006). One possible outcome of this is that the management focus
on reducing the variability in human behaviour at the sharp end of system
operation rather than the inadequate conditions present in the system itself
(Reason 2000). This may depend on the infrequency in security incidents and that
the direct consequence of an incident normally is a temporary change in the local
human behaviour than evolution in the corporate security culture (cf. Burke 2005).
With other words, the terminal works shall under normal situations perform their
regular duties in accordance with the operational instructions, but under special
conditions (security breaches) there will be a local temporary change in the behaviour
for the terminal personnel. This behaviour is in this paper referred to as corporate
culture in logistics.
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Security, risk management and crime prevention

Security, risk management and crime prevention are often considered similar and
always work together (Manunta 1999). This suggests that security and risk manage-
ment are good, at least from an ethical point of view, because they reduce crime; thus
more or better security or risk management should reduce problems caused by crime.
The problem is that a crime is defined by law, according to the principle “no crime
without a law”, while security or risk management has no philosophical attachment to
the law. This means that people on both sides of the law can have better or worse
security or risk management and that security and risk management are not neces-
sarily for the prevention of crime. Unrestricted security for an individual or a group of
individuals can jeopardise security for others by threatening them or transferring
threats to them. This type of discussion can be heard from philosophers like Hobbes
and Mills. Unbounded or unrestricted individual security could even threaten the
authority of a state. Thus, a security problem may or may not be a legal problem.
Security, as an idea, can be explained as having two parts: a protector or
guardian and the threat it tries to protect the asset or object from. This threat
can be from either side of the law. To obtain the right security it is vital to answer who is
protectingwhat, fromwhom, in which situation, to what extent and to what consequence
(Manunta 1999).

Successful risk management needs to operate in a fairly predictable world or at
least to be dependent on a large amount of trustworthy statistics. Because previous
events or incidents are the basis of risk management, it cannot effectively deal with a
self-inflicted alteration of the threat pattern. This means that, in crime prevention, risk
management is effective if the potential perpetrators are limited to the use of
unsophisticated and indifferent methods that are based on opportunistic behaviour
(Manunta 2002). However, as potential perpetrators become more and more sophis-
ticated and develop larger capability, the statistical predictability of risk will reduce
dramatically. The antagonistic perpetrators study the victim to discover routines and
regularities and with this knowledge they improve their skills (planning, technologies
and tactics) to maximize their likelihood for success (Clutterbuck 1987). The pre-
vention of antagonistic threats by following current business trends makes the system
even more predictable. Military special forces and similar organizations have proven
this time after time (Manunta 2002). Therefore is the human involvement in security
function of most importance. If each employee in all organisations would have the
awareness, both about security problems and how these shall be solved, it would
reduce the general risk attached to security issues. This is the security aspect of
corporate culture in logistics, within this paper.

Method

The research was conducted as an interview study. Data was collected through 15
qualitative interviews at three different terminals (five interviews at each terminal).
The choice of three terminals and 15 interviews was done after the third terminal as
the finding in the interviews started to repeat itself. The use of qualitative interviews
was motivated by the fact that the issue of the study is sensitive. Employees can be
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inclined to answer ordinary survey questions about thefts at their work in a politically
correct way, which makes such data less reliable (Seidman 1998). The problem of
correctness does not vanish by using interviews, but it gives the opportunity to
explain questions and to ask respondents to explain their answers. In addition, inter-
views always began with general and less sensitive questions about the employee’s
background and about the job. This helped the conversation to become more relaxed
and allowed a sense of trust to be established between the interviewer and the
respondent. This made it easier to go behind more formal descriptions of highlighted
security problems (Kvale 1997).

A semi-structured interview guide was designed to facilitate both a theoretical focus
and flexible conversations. The guide was based on three main themes: the employee’s
group identification at work, the organisational structure and aspects of the surrounding
world such as temporary employees and unidentified visitors. The interviews began with
less sensitive background questions, including employee age, years at work, and tasks
typically performed. This helped to defuse the real issue. Fifteen interviews lasting
approximately 30–45 min each were conducted at three different goods/freight termi-
nals. It appeared that the theme of our study did not allow the conversation to be pushed
longer. Furthermore, we interviewed employees at work; in many cases they had jobs
waiting for them. The results from the interviews became more and more predictable,
which resulted into that we stopped after 15 interviews on three terminals.

After the interviews had been transcribed, the transcriptions and what the employees
had said during our conversations were analysed. Initially, theoretically anchored themes
connecting different statements were used. These themes included “the surrounding
world”, “group identity”, and “hierarchy”, and allowed us to also analyse different
external and internal relations that the employees talked about. Codes indicating both
whom and how employees connected thefts or other security issues with these themes
were then used. The codes indicated both relations and contents (e.g. “insiders” or
“prioritized/not prioritized question”). This made it easier to understand the meanings
attributed to this issue and the similarities and differences that existed in the interpretative
patterns at each terminal (Kelle 1995). The latter also demanded a final and thorough
confrontation with our theoretical point of departure: the underlying systematic and
coherent conclusions about the security frames that were expressed at each terminal
(Miles and Huberman 1994). The research procedure used in this paper can therefore
be categorized as abductive (Kovacs, and Spens 2005). The lack of previous research
in this area makes the nature of this study explorative and therefore it focuses on the
similarities rather than the differences within the interviews. High reliability in the
research presented in this paper is achieved by using obvious and clear questions.
During an interview is it important to give the interviewee all the time he/she needs
and to conduct the interview in an environment where the interviewee feels safe.

Terminal and corporate descriptions

The three different terminals involved in this research were all chosen by the
researchers. The selection was made in accordance with the following criteria: The
terminal should be owned by a major LSP company, situated close to the theft-
endangered areas in Sweden according to official criminal statistics (Nilsson and
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Rosberg 2009) and willing to participate in this research. The chosen terminals
belong to two different companies (A and BC). The terminals are located in three
different cities; terminals B and C belonging to company BC were in mid-size cities
while terminal Awas located in a bigger city. The choice of interviewees was made at
each terminal by the local Site Security Officer (SSO). The guideline provided to each
SSO was to choose blue-collar workers with a representative mixture of age, gender
and length of employment at the company. During the interview, all normative
discussion was held to a minimum. This was done to get the interviewees to state
their true opinion and experience. For the same reason, all interviewees were guar-
anteed anonymity so they did not fear reprimands from their employers.

Crime risk around the terminals

No complete and fully trustworthy statement about the problem of theft of goods in
relationship with the European transport network exists. Still, it is reported that in some
European countries up to one percent of cargo vehicles are stolen each year (ECMT
2002). In Sweden does the attacks occurred mainly along the major roads and during
night time. The most palpable findings in the official Swedish criminal statistics for
freight related crimes is the 81 % of all reported crimes attacked unprotected lorries or
trailers (Nilsson and Rosberg 2009). There was a little reduction in number of stolen
Lorries during 198 (2008) from 216 (2007) but the number of non-recovered Lorries
was double to 26 (2008). The development for the theft of trailers is increasing from
105 (2007) to 135 (2008) where the number of non-recovered trailers increased by
25 % to 25 (2008) (Nilsson and Rosberg 2009). The change in what types of goods
are desirable depends more on the general change in customer demand.

Neither of the two companies were willing to share their own statistics regarding
thefts in the three terminals with the researchers because of business reasons, but they
were willing to rank the terminals according to their perceived theft threat level (both
companies have terminals in the same three cities) and cooperate without sharing
statistics but by exchanging intelligence and information regarding threat levels).
Both companies’ Chief Security Officer (CSO) independently ranked the theft threat
level for the terminals; the results were identical.

Official criminal statistics with both companies as injured parties give a different image
of the risks to the terminals. Company BC is, according to the official statistics, more
exposed for criminal attacks than company A. According to both CSOs, this difference
can be explained because company BC has a policy to always report all suspected crimes
while company A does not. Also, the official statistics with the companies as injured
parties contain all types of crime against the company, not just theft; therefore these
statistics give only a hint about the companies’ problems with criminality. The risk was
considered highest for terminal A, followed by B and finally C.

Security organisation in each company

The security organisation in both companies is set up in similar ways. In both
companies they are considered secondary to the operational structure and
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instructions. In all three terminals there is an appointed SSO with operational
responsibility regarding security in the terminal area. The SSOs report to both
the terminal manager and the security organisation. There is a difference in
security organisation between the countries’ CSO and the SSOs; there company
A has an appointed regional security officer (responsible for a smaller number of
terminals) with a preliminary coordinating function. Mutual in both cases is that
the cost for security is part of the terminal manager’s budget and that the CSO
holds centralized staffs function under the Managing Director. Company A has
had a security organisation a few years more than company BC. This has led to a
practical difference where company A has more and better implemented security
guidelines and is more experienced when it comes to security issues. With this
said, the security organisations in both companies describe themselves as seen as
a necessary evil than as something that contributes to the bottom line (profit),
from the rest of the organisations. In reality the security issues at each terminal
are closely related to the SSO at each terminal while the central organisation
only appears to do a security inspection or help the SSO to investigate difficult
thefts. This leads to that the security aspects to corporate culture may differ
between terminals within the same corporation due to the personnel influence of
the local SSO.

Analysis

The interview guide used in all interviews was structured according to each individ-
ual’s experience of the work environment with regards to the security situation. This
led to the use of three main themes in the interview guide: identification at work, the
organisational structure and aspects of the surrounding world. The presentation of the
interviews will follow this structure. All interviews were conducted in the native
language of both the researchers and the interviewees, namely Swedish, and all
quotes have been translated by the researchers.

Identification at work

In all interviews the work assignment was described as monotonous and repetitious
tasks that were planned as parts of the general terminal process. For each individual
this leads to insignificant possibilities to affect his or her own work assignment. Still,
the general terminal function and need for personnel also entails positive effects for
the employees. As one of the interviewees stated, “The assignments are mostly
monotonous but with good working hours”. One drawback with monotonous and
repetitious tasks was that staff turnover was described as either acceptable or high. In
one terminal they described an extended use of seasonal workers in the form of
students who worked for a shorter period. It was desirable for the number of
personnel working at the same time at any of the terminals to be as low as possible,
which led to an extended use of personnel from staffing companies. All interviewees
mentioned that the staff turnover entailed that they worked with relatively new people
all the time. In some interviews this was considered as positive while in others this
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was seen as a negative effect. All interviewees identified themselves as blue-collar
workers who were separate from the white collar staff.

Organizational structure

Both companies have adopted very similar hierarchical organisations that in both
cases emphasise that there is a certain way to perform a certain task and this method
should be followed at all times. All responsibility within the companies and terminals
comes from the top manager and is from there distributed throughout the hierarchy.
The trust in top management to handle the companies or terminals is high. As one
interviewee stated: “If there is a problem, I inform my boss and he solves the problem
for me”. The interviews clearly proved that the entire general attitude towards
uncertainty (regardless of type) is that it shall be reduced as far as possible. The basis
of this idea is that equilibrium and stability exist in all logistics (Lambert et al 1998).
In other words, everything can be controlled. The idea that everything can be
controlled was the red thread throughout all interviews. Therefore it is possible to
state that operational control is a vital part of the corporate culture.

Almost all interviewees provided one or more different narrative descriptions of
self- or co-worker-experienced security incidents, mostly cargo thefts. As one inter-
view described it, “I have captured a few guys red-handed with a computer theft.
Other times investigations have led to thieves being captured who were colleagues,
drivers or staffing personnel”. The uncertainty related to security incidents seems to
threaten the cultural belief in operational control and organisational stability that was
considered normal. The existence of thieves and other threats to operational control
and organisational stability is a continuous generator of uncertainty and disbelief in
management control functions, which generates waves of security cultural conse-
quences over an extended period. Such a period can stretch to several years as some
of the interviewees recalled security incidents years ago and repeated the experience
to new colleagues. The different organisational structures of the two companies could
be identified in the interviews, where company A had tried to handle security-related
uncertainty by creating a security organisation that was a little more locally based and
the SSOs had a better understanding for what was expected of them and what they
were allowed to do.

Aspects of the surrounding world

The threats or security risks that emerge from the world closely surrounding the terminal,
which includes all insider-related issues, contributes to the feelings of security-related
uncertainty presented in all interviews. As one interview described it, “The biggest
threats come from the outside but that depends on the tip-offs from the inside the
terminal/organisation.” Another said, “The thieves knew when and where the truck-
load of computers was here and how to steal it. They must have had information from
inside to pull that one off.” It was clear during the interviews that the mythical insider
is, in actuality, far from a myth. Several of the interviewees knew of colleagues who
been investigated and later sentenced for theft and thereby also discharged and
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blacklisted from the company. The presence of both eye-witness experience and
mythical descriptions of insiders as one of the main security threats was in line with
expectations based on previous studies and theoretical descriptions (Barth and White
1998; Tryon and Kleiner 1997; Muir 1996; Beck 2002; Speed 2003). In all three
terminals the discussion and description of insiders was similar; possibly the workers in
terminal A had more eye-witness experience than the workers in the other two, but that
might be because the interviewees in terminal A in general had been on the job longer.
The effects on security culture from the insider problem can contribute to increasing
distrust between personnel within the transport network. This is a negative impact,
especially since general operational instructions are based on the idea that personnel
trusts or at least checks that the previous operations were executed correctly.

The general descriptions of thieves contained everything from “pilfering” to
“professional thieves”, with an emphasis on the latter. As one interview described
it, “These guys that come here, they are professional, they are tremendously skilled
and they are accordingly professional thieves. Thus they know when and how before
they conduct the action.” All interviews ended with how the interviewee ranked the
security aspect of the company in relationship to other issues in their working
environment. In almost all interviews other issues such as safety and general working
conditions (temperature, ergonomics issues and working hours, etc.) ranked as more
important than security. Those interviewees that had experienced security incidents
were the most reluctant to write off the need for security.

Suggested security solutions from the interviewees were in most cases physical
obstacles such as gates and fences together with surveillance cameras (CCTV). A few
suggested better use of security procedures. The interviewees all believed that the
hierarchical organisation will handle future security-related incidents and prevention so
that they (the interviewees) can continue performing their work assignments as usual.

Discussion

In this study, all workers expressed a common belief in the higher hierarchy’s or
organisation’s ability to design and implement procedures for all problems that may or
may not occur at work. They described a legitimate hierarchy and a wish to keep the
organisation and working groups honest and stable (Douglas and Wildavsky 1983;
Engdahl 2003). Rather than referring to themselves as autonomous individuals
conducting complex jobs in an ever-changing transport network, they framed them-
selves as decent blue-collar workers at the bottom of the organisation. They com-
plained about repetitive tasks, bad working conditions and poor communication with
the top management, which delimited their own initiatives. However, it was also
important that management followed established routines and procedures in the
organisation (Mars 1997). The interviewees all expressed the belief that terminal
processes are designed, maintained and performed in accordance with the idea that
equilibrium and stability exists in all logistics. There is no surprise that the presence of
criminal actions in the logistics threatens the idea of stability and thereby also the strong
belief that the hierarchal organisation will solve the problem. If the problem with
security incidents increases (both occurrence and impact), the stress on the hierarchical
organisation’s problem solving ability becomes greater. If the organisation does not
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prove its ability to handle security incidents, the terminal workers’ trust that the
organisation can handle other issues may also be threatened and consequently the
corporate culture will be altered. The duality of security efforts can also lead to that
individual employees express a distrust in the management when they introduce security
equipment (Howie 2007). In this research we found small support to this belief.

Despite this contribution to the corporate culture, no respondent wanted a security
organisation in which flexible individuals replaced hierarchical top-down control (Rose
1999; Stern 2006). Even though the big city terminal appeared to be exposed to less
controllable circumstances, the workers claimed that it was mainly the management
that had responsibility for cutting the risk of thefts at work. Most of them wanted to
see more initiatives from the managers rather than from themselves, which underlines
the importance they ascribe to a stable hierarchy. However, terminal A respondents
described a need to intervene themselves. Based on our empirical material it cannot
be determined whether they have been included in any decision-making dialogue. It
can be said, however, that organised crime and the terminal’s location in the city
centre meant that the workers felt that they had to take individual initiatives on the
shop floor (Mars 1997). Given that they knew about the security policy and wanted
more education about it, it may be said that they combined a wish for more initiatives
from the management with features of self-governed workers who conduct them-
selves in accordance with knowledge, policies and rules of the company. However,
the main reason why this shop floor initiative was needed appear to have been
unpredictable external conditions rather than management steering the workers from
a distance (Rose 2000; Mythen and Walklate 2006). In line with Frederick’s (1995)
argument that culture is a complex whole, this clearly demonstrates that if the
corporate culture strongly emphasizes the hierarchic top-down control that concep-
tion will affect all processes and operations regardless of the demanded approach for
special issues. This may lead to problems when security awareness depends on the
interaction and involvement of personnel in policy and business processes but in
normal logistics activities the involvement of personnel is held to a minimum. This
shall be compared with that codes and policies (security or not) are not adequate
guides, especially at the operational level, where the right behaviour is needed (Boyer
and Webb 1992; von der Embse et al. 2004).

Knowing the risk ranking for all three terminals makes it easy to draw the
conclusion that a riskier surrounding affects security culture among terminal workers,
but how this influence affects security efforts depends on several different factors.
The right response and attitude from management may hinder a fatal disbelief in the
organisation’s ability to prevent criminality. The response and attitude from top
management all the way down to the terminal workers needs to result in the
understanding of multiple alternative perspectives (top management’s, customers,
terminals workers, etc.) and focus on relationships between alternative solutions
instead of ad-hoc and stand-alone security features.

Conclusions

The international trading system is dependent on the effective transport of goods.
These transports have become more and more vulnerable. Several supply-chain
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security programs such as C-TPAT, CSI, and AEO emphasize the need for employee
awareness in order to increase the overall security level. Good awareness about
problems with cargo theft must therefore be a part of the unwritten regulation of
behaviour, or in other words, the company’s culture with regards to cargo theft
problems. This awareness together with the actual way things are done can be called
the security culture.

Risks can emerge from within both the organisation and the local environ-
ment. These risks can be described as uncertainties that need to be reduced as
much as possible. This approach may be good for handling process failures but
is less successful in reducing the problems with criminality within the logistics
business. Management can, by interaction and involvement of personnel in
policies and business process design, develop a more suitable security culture.
This approach becomes more important if potential perpetrators become more
and more sophisticated. Normally, the different processes in terminals are
designed to be simple and repeating, according to ideas from Lean production
and similar logistics theories. The presence of security threats whose occurrence
is unpredictable may force employees to choose between fulfilling their normal
tasks or conducting security-related tasks, which also entails them to execute
their normal tasks later and faster to reach the same level of productivity. This duality in
management signals restrains the development of security awareness. The security
culture depends on the organisational complexity in each terminal/company. To coor-
dinate security in global and complex organisations, self-conducted staffs are increas-
ingly important.
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